Abstract-We present the design and evaluation of FI3D, a direct-touch data exploration technique for 3D visualization spaces. The exploration of three-dimensional data is core to many tasks and domains involving scientific visualizations. Thus, effective data navigation techniques are essential to enable comprehension, understanding, and analysis of the information space. While evidence exists that touch can provide higher-bandwidth input, somesthetic information that is valuable when interacting with virtual worlds, and awareness when working in collaboration, scientific data exploration in 3D poses unique challenges to the development of effective data manipulations. We present a technique that provides touch interaction with 3D scientific data spaces in 7 DOF. This interaction does not require the presence of dedicated objects to constrain the mapping, a design decision important for many scientific datasets such as particle simulations in astronomy or physics. We report on an evaluation that compares the technique to conventional mouse-based interaction. Our results show that touch interaction is competitive in interaction speed for translation and integrated interaction, is easy to learn and use, and is preferred for exploration and wayfinding tasks. To further explore the applicability of our basic technique for other types of scientific visualizations we present a second case study, adjusting the interaction to the illustrative visualization of fiber tracts of the brain and the manipulation of cutting planes in this context.
INTRODUCTION
Interactive 3D scientific visualizations have made a significant impact in many different disciplines. Yet, these systems are not typically regarded as being easy to learn or use [27] . Touch-based interfaces can potentially improve this situation as users of touch-based systems commonly associate them with being 'intuitive' and 'natural.' Part of the recent popularity of touch-based interaction is certainly due to the dedicated UI design and the novelty of touch as an interaction paradigm, but research has also shown that it can indeed be more effective than indirect forms of interaction. For example, touch interaction has been shown to outperform mouse input for the selection of targets on the screen [28] , to facilitate awareness in collaborative settings [24] , and to provide somesthetic information and feedback that is beneficial for effective interaction both in real and virtual environments [42] .
As interactive displays become part of our everyday work environments, they provide ubiquitous new data analysis platforms that can encourage alternative forms of scientific data exploration and pro- mote the use of scientific visualization techniques even by non-experts. Touch interaction has been the focus of previous research projects in the visualization context [14, 16, 25, 39] , but much remains to be learned about the effects of providing touch input in scientific visualization. We need to learn more about how to re-design desktop and mouse-based systems for direct touch, for which scientific data analysis scenarios direct touch and traditional interfaces may be most suited as interaction alternatives, and, on a higher-level, how direct touch changes the ability of viewers to understand data and draw insights.
In an effort to explore this space we designed and studied FI3D (Frame Interaction with 3D spaces), a novel direct-touch technique that allows users to explore three-dimensional data representations and visualization spaces. This ability is essential to many tasks in scientific visualization, in particular for data such as medical volume scans, volumetric physical simulations, or models in astronomy and cosmology. Touch interaction for 3D data exploration is a challenging endeavor [49] because we have to deal with an under-constrained problem: mapping 2D input parameters to 3D transformations in space.
While much of the previous work on direct-touch data exploration has considered work with specific objects within a 3D space, our focus is on manipulating the space as a unit which is important for many scientific datasets, such as those found in particle simulations in astronomy. FI3D does not require separate menus or dedicated interaction widgets inside the space itself. Our goal is to ensure that the space itself is used solely for representing the data visualization itself and that the technique can be generically applied to different types of 3D scientific data. FI3D makes use of the visualization space's borders and can be used on hardware that supports dual-or even just singletouch input. By focusing on a single-and dual-touch technique, we can take advantage of all modern types of touch surfaces and design our interactions to be fundamentally simple but easily extensible. Our interface allows for full 7 DOF manipulation using only single-touch. We support translation in x-, y-, and z-direction, orientation with respect to the 3D coordinate system, and uniform zoom. Furthermore, we present how an additional touch can be used to constrain certain interactions to allow for precise or integrated exploration of scientific data. We applied the interaction technique to two case studies and evaluated it in comparison to traditional mouse interaction. We show the utility of our technique for the exploration of particle simulation data from astronomy and for the investigation of fiber tract data in human brains. For the latter we also describe how to use an extension of the technique for the manipulation of cutting planes.
RELATED WORK
Our work touches on existing approaches in several different domains. We first briefly talk about interactive visualization in general, including some techniques that employ direct touch. Then, we specifically discuss approaches for direct-touch interaction in 3D environments.
Interactive Visualization
In the field of information visualization, the challenges of interacting with data have been analyzed in several survey articles [29, 40, 54] . These surveys focus on specific data interaction techniques such as selection, exploration, change of representation, or filtering. Pike et al. [40] further distinguish between higher-level interactions (explore, analyze, etc.) and lower-level interactions (filter, sort, cluster, etc.), correlating those with representation intents (depict, identify, compare, etc.) and interaction techniques (dynamic query, zoom, brushing, etc.). While these overviews have targeted information visualization, interaction is no less important for scientific visualization [27] . We share the same fundamental notion that useful insight often only emerges out of the interactive data manipulation experience. Yet, in scientific visualization we focus on visualization spaces in which most of the data has preconceived spatial meaning and, hence, many interactions for data exploration have to support explorations that match a user's existing (likely physically-based) mental model of a dataset [29] .
In this paper we are particularly interested in the challenges of providing data exploration capabilities for 3D visualization spaces. In many scientific desktop-based systems widgets are used for navigating in and manipulating a 3D space. Typical techniques include the Arcball [45] or similar virtual trackballs [3] , coupled with techniques for movements along all three spatial axes. Considerably more research has been conducted on 3D interaction in non-desktop based systems using dedicated input and output hardware [6] such as virtual reality environments like the Responsive Workbench [31] or the CAVE [7] . One important advantage of these virtual environments is that they afford direct manipulation with the 3D worlds [6, 9] because both stereoscopic projection of the virtual world and its manipulation (through tracking or by using haptic devices [48] ) happen in-place.
For visualizations that are based on two-dimensional data, however, these disadvantages do not exist. Here, both projection and tracking can be realized on a 2D plane, using touch-sensitive surfaces. Scientific visualization systems that make use of this interaction metaphor include ones for interactive exploratory and illustrative visualization of 2D vector data through hand-postures with custom-drawn glyphs [25] or sketching [44] . Another example is Forlines et al.'s DTLens system [14] . Here, touch interaction with high-resolution 2D spatial data such as maps or large photographic astronomy sky data is made possible through mobile lenses that allow people to investigate detail in its context. Similar types of geospatial exploration using multi-touch interaction have also been explored in multi-display environments [12] . In all of these cases a direct manipulation of the presented data is key, mostly facilitated through direct touch. Similarly, we explore interaction with direct-touch technology but focus on interaction with 3D visualization spaces. We want to explore the advantages of data immersion through a direct-manipulation interface [42] and provide a walk-up and use interface that does not require users to wear and be equipped with specific hardware to view and interact with the data. In the following section we discuss related work that directly relates to our goal of providing direct-touch 3D interaction capabilities.
Direct-Touch Interaction with 3D Environments
A relatively small area of previous work deals with touch-based interaction with scientific visualizations in 3D spaces. Direct-touch spatial interaction with 2D elements on a 2D surface are more common as the interaction is fairly straight-forward: x-/y-motions of a single finger or pen can be directly mapped to matching translations of virtual 2D elements. Adding mode-less capabilities for object orientation to 2D spatial movement, however, then requires the mapping of 2 DOF input to 3 DOF of output (location in x and y and orientation) [23] . The rotation-and-translation (RNT) technique [30] solves this problem for touch-interaction by determining the orientation of an object based on the spatial movement of a touch-point on the object over time. TNT [32] , a related technique, uses a pen's spatial orientation to set a virtual object's orientation. With the advance of multi-touch surfaces it also became possible to use more than one input point to control virtual objects; e. g., the popular two-touch interaction technique [23] (also named rotate-scale-translate, RST [41] ) uses two fingers (4 DOF) to control location, 2D-orientation, and size of objects.
Designing interaction techniques for three-dimensional objects (as needed in many scientific visualization application scenarios) through direct-touch on a two-dimensional surface in a similar manner is not as straight-forward [49] . Here, the location and orientation of objects have 3 DOF each, thus, together with a (uniform) scaling we need to be able to control 7 DOF. Hancock et al. [21] presented an extension to the mentioned traditional 2D control techniques to support shallowdepth 3D interaction. In this setup, the 3D objects are restricted to locations on a 2D plane parallel to the touch surface. By using up to three fingers, people can have full control of 5 DOF of movement and rotation in a shallow 3D environment that does not allow for navigation in the z-direction. A related method by Martinet et al. [34, 35] supports two-finger 3 DOF control of the 3D position of objects. Recently, the shallow depth technique was extended to full 6 DOF control of both location and orientation in full 3D [22] .
Hancock et al.'s [21, 22] extension of the concept of direct manipulation from 2D interaction to 3D provides users with precise control over the manipulated objects. However, sometimes it is desired to simulate physical interaction with 3D objects to make the experience more life-like. Inspired by this goal, Wilson et al. [53] use physics simulation to enable sophisticated casual interactions. This takes full advantage of multi-touch surfaces that not only provide single points of contact but can also capture the shape of a touch, such as the side of a hand. Wilson et al. thus model touch points as physical rays in the 3D scene which then interact with virtual 3D objects. This technique has recently also been extended to allow more control in the form of grasping [52] . In contrast to our own work, the goal for all these techniques is to interact with individual 3D objects within the 3D space. Our goal is to provide means for interacting with the 3D space itself as our target data does not necessarily contain individual objects that can be interacted with, such as in the example of particle simulation data.
Previously, this type of touch interaction with 3D spaces, in particular for navigation purposes, has been realized using gestural interaction on multi-touch surfaces. While Edelmann et al. [11] and Jung et al. [26] use dedicated definitions of gestures to navigate in 3D, Reisman et al. [41] use a constrained energy minimization approach to map the motions of contact points on the touch surface to transformations of objects in 3D space, essentially ensuring that touch points on the display surface as much as possible stay connected to the points on the objects that were initially touched ('sticky'). For moving the camera in a scene rather than the objects, Hachet et al. [19] use Navidget, a widget that can be accessed on demand to specify new views. However, all of these approaches also require that a dedicated navigation object in the 3D space is interacted with, as opposed to just the 3D space itself. We focus on interaction with the space itself in order not to occlude the main view of the data by navigation widgets. For scien-tific visualization, two previous gesture-based interaction approaches permit interaction with aspects of space itself: Fu et al. [18] use gestural object-based interactions for most travel tasks and define a gesture to invoke powers-of-10 ladders to affect scale in an object-independent way; Forlines et al. [13] map hand postures and gestures to traditional 3D space interactions, such as rotation, translation, and scale. An offscreen touch-based technique of interacting with the space itself is discussed by de la Rivière et al. [10] who use a dedicated input device in addition to the wall that shows the 3D scene. The input device has the from of a cube with a touch surface and represents the space to be interacted with, and interactions on the cube are mapped to interactions with the 3D space shown on the separate wall display. In a way, our frame interaction could be thought of as a virtual variant of this cube.
FI3D: A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR FRAME INTERACTION WITH 3D VISUALIZATION SPACES USING TOUCH
In the design of our technique we were guided by several complementary goals. We designed our technique to: G1: encapsulate all seven common degrees of freedom for 3D interaction in one joint interaction paradigm, G2: support the manipulation of the space itself rather than specific objects within it, G3: not require intermediate in-space interaction proxies, G4: require only spring-loaded modes, G5: be generic to be applicable to many different 3D scientific data representations, G6: allow for both large-scale and precise interactions, G7: in its base form require just one touch-point, G8: be easily extensible, G9: be intuitive and require little learning time, and G10: be 'competitive' with current techniques for 3D scientific data exploration.
These goals set our technique apart from previous approaches. We specifically do not require dedicated objects to be present inside the visualized data space (G3). This is a crucial design decision since many data sources in scientific visualization inherently do not have (large) dedicated objects (e. g., particle clouds, 3D flow fields, or voxel data) which could be used as interaction proxies. Therefore, we enable interaction with and exploration of the space itself (G2), as opposed to objects within the space as done previously. This goal implies that, for example, we cannot rely on a surface being present to extract the constraints for the 3D interactions (e. g., [11, 26, 41] ). We also strive for our 3D interactions to be intuitive extensions (G9) of 2D RST direct touch manipulations [22, 41] . Both constraints result in that we have to find meaningful heuristics, for instance, to determine the axes for rotations or virtual planes where touch interactions are 'sticky' [22, 41] . At the same time, we do not want to rely on a large number of gestures (G1, G9) that users have to learn and remember or system-controlled modes (G4) that have negative usability implications. Another design criterion is that we want to be able to perform both broad interactions to explore large-scale structures and precise and constrained interaction (G6) to examine fine details. The separation of spatial manipulations required for this goal is often challenging in multi-touch environments [37] . Finally, we want to enable users to control all degrees of freedom on single-touch surfaces (G7) so that our technique can take advantage of all types of currently available touch-surfaces. At the same time, we designed the technique to be easily extensible (G8) so that it can take advantage of multi-touch interaction where available.
Next, we discuss how we realized these goals in two stages: (1) transitioning from 2D direct-touch interaction to 3D space manipulation and (2) mapping specific direct-touch interactions to specific 3D manipulations using frame interaction with FI3D.
From 2D Planes to 3D Space Manipulation
To inform the design of FI3D, we first looked at related traditional mouse-based interfaces such as 3D viewers. Here, different interaction modalities-often combined with key combinations-are used to map the 2 DOF mouse input to 7 DOF navigation in 3D: motion along the x-, y-, and z-axes, rotation around the x-, y-, and z-axes, and (uniform) scale or zoom. We thus chose to incorporate these techniques in our direct-touch technique. Before describing the final interaction design, however, we examine the different necessary interactions individually:
Translation of the 3D space parallel to the view plane: Mouse input is directly mapped to virtual motion along the x-and y-axes. One problem that arises in 3D but not 2D spaces is that, for perspective projection, the interaction point typically does not stay directly connected to locations on 3D objects which may have been initially touched. The interaction is only 'sticky' for a single plane parallel to the viewplane located at a certain distance from the viewer, depending on the control/display ratio [5] or control gain [33] . A suitable distance is typically chosen by the interaction designer or given by a center point of the dataset. Realizing x-/y-translation with touch input is possible in the same way: the motion of the touching point is mapped to a x-/ytranslation in 3D space in a shallow depth fashion [21] .
Rotation around x-and y-axes: In traditional mouse-based interfaces, this type of rotation is often achieved with a trackball/arcball metaphor [3, 45] . In a touch-interface, this type of rotation can be easily achieved by treating a touch input like a mouse input. Similar to the translation case, it is necessary to pre-select a specific location for the center of rotation. If dedicated objects exist in space, typically their center of mass or a specified pivot point is used. In our case-without such dedicated objects-we have to rely on a heuristic. We use half of the depth range covered by the visible part of our dataset. This means that those parts of the dataset which are in front of the near clipping plane are not considered in this case. We also use the same heuristic for determining the 'sticky' plane for x-/y-translation.
Translation in z and rotation around z: The transformation along or around the z-axis can be controlled individually (i. e., by involving a mode switch) by mapping one dimension of the 2 DOF of touch input to the specific transformation: for example, the 2D y-motion of touch can be mapped to z-translation, while the angle of a circular motion around the screen center can be mapped to a rotation around the z-axis. The latter can be mapped directly, while the former needs to employ a certain control/display ratio.
Scaling and Zooming: In perspective projection, z-translation results in objects increasing or decreasing in their visible size on the screen. Other possibilities to achieve a similar effect but without moving the camera are to enlarge the dataset itself (scaling) or to change the field of view angle of the virtual camera (dolly-zoom). In the context of 3D exploration, both have advantages and disadvantages. Scaling, for instance, requires a center of transformation that is located exactly at the point of interest; otherwise focus objects may move further away or closer to the viewer. The dolly-zoom, in contrast, has upper limits (an angle of 180°) but is independent of the depth of the focus objects. This last consideration lead us to using dolly-zoom in our interaction in addition to z-translation.
RST Interaction: The two-touch pinching gesture [23, 41] has been popularized in the media and is perceived by the general public to be an integral part of multi-touch interaction. Therefore, we also make use of this 4 DOF technique for the interaction with 3D spaces, comparable to the 2D RST interaction [23] . We realize this RST mapping by combining the individual mappings for x-/y-translation, rotation around the z-axis, and zoom the same way as the 2D mapping, simply taking the 3D control/display ratio considerations into account. The center of transformations is always the middle between the two touching points, and the translation is 'sticky' for the plane located at half the space interval that is taken up by the visible part of the dataset.
Technique Integration: The 4 DOF dual-touch technique for x-/ytranslation, rotation around the z-axis, and zooming can easily be combined with the 2 DOF single-touch control of trackball x-/y-rotation. This results in a combined single-and dual-touch interaction for controlling a single large 3D space. This 6 DOF technique, however, has a number of problems in our context of scientific visualization. While the single-touch rotation can control the orientation without affecting the zoom parameter, this is not easily possible with the two-touch technique. As both fingers are controlled by the user to some degree independently, it is difficult to achieve translation or rotation while leaving the scale of the space unaffected. Similarly, translation in x and y cannot be performed independently from rotation around z and zooming. Finally, we are only able to control 6 DOF and it is not possible to manipulate the space's location along the z-axis. Therefore, we need to involve other elements to integrate this last DOF (G1) while also allowing single-touch-only interaction (G7). This is described next.
Frame Interaction for 3D Visualization
The techniques described in the previous section allow us to control up to 4 DOF simultaneously by directly interacting on the visualization display space. To support full 7 DOF interaction (G1) and address our remaining goals (G2-G10), we introduce a frame-based interaction technique. This method is inspired by previous interfaces [38, 55] that used widget borders to control aspects of the interaction. For instance, Zeleznik and Forsberg's [55] UniCam permits the use of a number of gestures with a single touch point to control several parameters of a virtual camera, a goal related to our own (G7). Most interestingly, however, they use the border region to start free rotations around the viewer's center which they determine as the depth of the closest object located along the view ray. For a 2D sketching interface, Nijboer et al. [38] use the frame of their interface (and that of custom selections) to control both rotation and translation in 2D. If one starts an interaction along the main axis of the frame side, the content of the frame is rotated, if one starts perpendicular then the content is translated.
We combine both approaches to allow interaction with 3D visualization spaces (Fig. 2) . Similar to Nijboer et al.'s [38] interface, we differentiate interaction by movement direction with respect to the frame. We map motion initially parallel to the frame to rotations around the z-axis (Fig. 3(a) ). The reason for this choice is that it is reminiscent of what one would expect in 2D (G9), similar to RNT touch interaction with 2D [30] or 3D [21] shapes. Also, for 3D exploration of visualizations this has the advantage that it allows constrained z-rotation, an interaction typically not required for regular camera control (G6).
For frame interactions that are started perpendicular to the main axis of a frame side we have two options: mapping them to x-/y-rotation like Zeleznik and Forsberg [55] or mapping them to x-/y-translation like Nijboer et al. [38] . We experimented with both and chose to map to x-/y-rotation ( Fig. 3(a) ) because this lets users associate interactions starting on the frame to rotations, leaving single-touch interaction in the center of the widget to be mapped to x-/y-translation (Fig. 3(b) ).
To be able to accommodate controls for the remaining two parameters-zoom and z-translation-we add additional regions to the frame. For zooming we use the four corners of the regular frame (Fig. 4(a) ). Downward motions started from the top corners zoom in, subsequent upward motions zoom out. The bottom corners have the opposite behavior, initial upward motions zoom in and subsequent downward motions zoom out. Translation along the z-axis is made possible using two extra frame elements at the top and the bottom of the widget (Fig. 4(b) ). Here, the perspective shape of the extra frame elements suggests the direction of movement. Starting motions from the top downward moves the camera away from the dataset, while motions from the bottom initially upward move the camera closer to dataset. All these specific regions act as spring-loaded modes for adding these additional degrees of freedom (G4). To further support usability, we always display icons associated to the chosen actions (as shown in Fig. 3 and 4) to make it easier for users to remember the mappings.
The combination of these frame interactions with single-touch x-/ytranslation started from the center of the widget allows us to provide control for all main 7 DOF necessary for the exploration of 3D visualization spaces (G2) in one integrated paradigm (G1), without requiring dedicated objects to be present (G3). Compared to the integrated 6 DOF single-/dual-touch technique discussed in Section 3.1, however, the frame-based interactions allow us to separate out the interactions and, consequently, permit users to control the exploration more precisely (G6). For instance, users can affect the rotation around z independent from x-/y-translation and both without affecting the zooming, and vice versa. Furthermore, we are able to control all 7 DOF with only a single touch (G7) and, therefore, our technique can be used on touch-displays that only provide a single simultaneous touch location. Nevertheless, many people nowadays expect two-point RST interaction in touch-enabled interfaces. Our technique was designed to be easily extensible (G8) and we provide RST interaction (Fig. 5 ) when people start their interaction with two fingers inside the frame and if the used touch technology has this capability. This way we give the user the choice of either fast and integrated interaction with two fingers or precise and separate interaction with the frame.
Because precise control is of high importance in scientific visualization, we explored the possibilities of frame interaction for constraining selected transformations further. While so far it is possible to single out rotation around the z-axis, rotation around the x-/y-axes has been integrated: the motion during rotation determines an axis parallel to the x-/y-plane around which the rotation occurs. To instead permit constrained rotation around either x-or y-axis we propose to employ dual-touch and the frame sides. Here we make use of the fact that the four frame sides are perfectly vertical or horizontal. We let users specify an axis around which one aims to rotate by touching one side of the frame with their non-dominant hand while the dominant hand then can be used to perform the rotation (Fig. 6) . For example, for rotating only around the y-axis one would place one finger on either vertical frame side and then use the other finger (inside the frame or when also starting from one of the vertical frames) to rotate a constrained trackball (i. e., a virtual track-cylinder). Similarly, when one has already started trackball rotation through perpendicular motion originating in any frame side, one can constrain this interaction at any time by placing another finger in one of the four frame sides, the horizontal ones for rotation around the x-axis or the vertical ones for y-rotation.
USER STUDY
To understand how people would perform with and rate our frame technique, in particular related to our goals G9 and G10, we conducted a comparative study. Since the mouse is currently the standard interface for 3D interactive desktop applications in scientific visualization it was chosen as the baseline and compared to the frame technique based on speed, accuracy, and qualitative feedback for eight travel tasks and one wayfinding task. Since these two technique are considerably different in interaction style, a comparison can show where tradeoffs exist and how our technique can be further improved. Based on previous work on the comparison of touch and mouse interaction [15, 24] , we hypothesized that touch interaction would not outperform the mouse for tasks that required 3D interaction according to one interaction type (translation, zoom, rotation only) but that the touch technique would outperform the mouse for tasks in which multiple integrated types of interactions were required. We further hypothesized that the touchtechnique would score higher on questions related to how immersed the participants felt in the data and would be generally preferred.
Participants. Twelve members (6 male, 6 female) from our local university participated in the study. Seven participants reported prior experience with 3D computer games. The experience varied from none (5 participants) to once a day with five participants reporting at least weekly experience. Ages ranged from 19 to 39 (M = 27.25, SD = 5.29). All participants were right-handed. Eight participants were students from different disciplines and four non-students.
Apparatus. The experiment was performed on a 52" LCD screen with full HD resolution (1920 ×1080 pixels, 115.4 cm × 64.5 cm). The display was equipped with a DViT overlay [46] from Smart Technologies, capable of recognizing two independent inputs. The display was positioned so that the center of the display was at a height of 1.47 m above the ground. Participants interacted in a 3D view covering 575 × 575 pixels (34.5 cm × 34.5 cm) throughout the study so that we could show information relevant to the task side-by-side. The setup Table 2 . Sequence of 3D interaction tasks per condition.
1 translation x/y center object in target area 2 translation x/y/z center, fill object in target area 3 rotation z rotate object to face screen 4 rotation trackball rotate object to face screen 5 rotation x rotate object to face screen 6 rotation y rotate object to face screen 7 zoom zoom object to fill target area 8 rotate-scale-translate (RST) center, fill object in target area for the frame interaction was described in Section 3 ( Fig. 7(a) ). We removed the interaction frame for the mouse condition (Fig. 7(b) ). In contrast to typical 3D scientific visualization applications, we decided not to use menus or buttons to switch between translation, rotation, or zoom modes when using the mouse to avoid measuring additional travel distance and time necessary to reach these buttons. Instead we chose mouse+keyboard combinations as shown in Table 1 . The system ran on Windows 7, and the mouse pointer speed was set to the average speed (half-way between slow and fast). In both conditions participants stood at approximately arm-length away from the display. The 800 dpi optical mouse was placed on a side-table of 1.03 m height.
Tasks. We tested eight travel and one longer wayfinding tasks. Travel is characterized by low-level actions that control position and orientation of the 3D space, while wayfinding requires a cognitive component and may include planning, higher-level thinking, or decisionmaking [6] . Wayfinding is important to scientific analysis but we also wanted to test travel tasks as a fundamental component of wayfinding to see more specifically how our technique supported these individual lower-level aspects. Table 2 summarizes the eight travel tasks. We tested the four main interaction techniques translation, rotation, zoom, and the integrated RST technique. As constrained rotation requires participants to perform a bi-manual task by touching the frame on different sides of the 3D display, we tested all three individually to understand if difficulties would arise due to the spatiality of this interaction.
At the start of each travel task, the data space was repositioned and a target image was shown (see Fig. 7 (a) and 7(b)). Participants were asked to reposition the space as quickly and accurately as possible to visually match the target image. As participants would always reposition the whole space itself to achieve a matching we did not have to separately measure target selection and travel times for these tasks. To aid the matching process, a transparent red target area was displayed that served as a reference frame into which the target had to be moved. When participants let go of the display or mouse button, we calculated whether the target image had been matched and in this case stopped the trial automatically. If participants felt that they could not match the target image they could abort the trial, but this never occurred.
The wayfinding task required participants to explore a 3D astronomical dataset consisting of a particle simulation representing different masses (Fig. 8) . We asked them to examine the data for five minutes, exploring different parts and different scales, and to report any interesting or strange aspects they noticed. In particular, we asked them to explore and describe the 3D shape of the clusters in the core region.
Design. We used a repeated-measures design with the withinsubject independent variable input device (frame, mouse). Each participant performed 4 runs of 4 trials for each input device and task. For each run we chose 4 unique starting positions of the space per task and varied their order between runs using a Latin square. For rotation tasks we additionally chose two rotation directions per run which was also varied using a second Latin square. Tasks were always performed in the same order (Table 2 ) and the order of presentation of the two input devices was counterbalanced among participants. The first two runs were discarded as practice runs for the final analysis of the data.
In summary, the design was 12 participants × 2 input devices × 8 tasks × 4 runs of trials × 4 trials = 3072 interactions in total. The dependent variable measured was the time to reposition the space. Before each task for each input device participants were introduced to the technique through a set of practice trials. They moved on to the experiment after they reported to feel that they had understood how to perform the tasks. After completing all tasks with one input device, participants were asked to complete a questionnaire to rate the usability of the technique in terms of ease of use, ease of remembering, precision, efficiency, and difficulty on a seven step Likert scale. After the second condition, participants were also asked to compare both techniques, voice their preference, and give qualitative feedback. During the wayfinding task, we collected only qualitative feedback and took notes on participants' interactions. Finally, after finishing the wayfinding task, participants were asked to fill in the final part of the questionnaire to comment on which technique they preferred and why, and whether this technique allowed them to explore the data as they desired. Also, they filled in their demographic background information and were asked to provide additional verbal feedback on their experience of which we took notes. 
RESULTS
After the task completion times collected during the study were logtransformed to comply with the normality assumption of the data analysis, time was analyzed using a repeated-measures ANOVA (frame, mouse). The results are broken into the four main types of travel tasks.
Translation. Tests showed no significant effect of input device on the translation time for x-/y-translation (F(1, 11) = .075; p = .79) with mean completion times increasing from 5.49 s for the touch condition to 5.86 s for the mouse. Similarly, the test for Task 2 (ztranslation) showed no significant effect between the two input devices (F(1, 11) = 3.57; p = .08) with mean time of 9.34 s for mouse and 10.63 s for the touch condition. A practical equivalence test with a threshold of 0.12 ( 3% of the mean) was significant (p = .019) for x-/y-translation. Therefore, the two techniques can be considered equivalent for this task. In the post-session questionnaire participants were asked to rate the two input techniques on a 7-point Likert scale according to whether they thought translation in/out and left/right was easy to perform. Both techniques scored highly with a median of 6 (agree) for the mouse and 6.5(agree-strongly agree) for touch.
Rotation. The analysis of task completion time showed a significant effect for all four rotation tasks with the mouse condition being significantly faster than touch in all cases. Table 3 gives an overview of the significance scores for the rotation tasks. Hence, for rotation we did not achieve our goals of providing a competitive alternative to (good) mouse-based interaction in terms of speed. We discuss our hypotheses of these results in the discussion section. The post-study questionnaire asked participants to rank the two techniques on a 7-point Likert scale according to whether rotation was easy to perform. Both techniques scored a median if 6 (agree) on this question.
Zoom. The analysis of task completion time for the zooming task showed a significant difference between both input types (F(1, 11) = 64.70; p < .001) with mouse being significantly faster. During this task we asked participants in the touch condition to use one of the four corners of the frame to perform a zoom operation. This proved to be significantly slower than simply turning the scroll wheel on a mouse to perform the same operations. Yet, the touch condition has the advantage that it provides smooth zooming steps compared to the mouse wheel. In addition, our technique allows for alternative means to zoom into the data by using the two-touch RST technique. In the post-session questionnaire participants rated the zoom technique on ease of use on a 7-point Likert scale. Both scored a median of 7 (strongly agree). While the specific zoom functionality was not faster on touch, we believe that our interaction design still offers competitive alternatives in functionality and ease of use.
Rotate-Scale-Translate. We did not observe a significant effect of input device on task completion time in the final task (F(1, 11) = .982; p = .343) with mean task times increasing from 11.86 s (touch) to 14.62 s (mouse). This surprised us since we had hypothesized that the integrated gesture would show significant performance benefits.
Wayfinding Task. In the wayfinding task we let participants freely explore the dataset with an interaction method of their choice. Participants had the freedom to use either touch or mouse or a combination of both. 75% of participants chose to only use touch, while 25% of them chose to use a combination of both. Participants typically began exploring the dataset by zooming in and looking at the center in more detail. To explore the general shape of the datasets they then used trackball rotation and constrained rotation to get a more precise understanding. To perform bigger space transformations, participants tended to use the two-point RST interaction, moving interesting regions of a cluster to the center and simultaneously re-orienting the 3D space. For smaller changes, in contrast, participants used translation and constrained rotation around one of the axes separately. The two- Fig. 9 . Translation for mouse and touch for a single participant (left two images, resp.) and for all participants overlaid (right two images, resp.).
point RST interaction was the most frequently used tool. When asked about the reason for choosing a particular interaction technique, participants who solely worked with touch generally felt that the experience was more interesting using this input (5×) or that touch was easy and intuitive (4×). People who chose to use both wanted to take advantage both of the easier zooming with the mouse and the easier rotation with the touch (1×) or were interested in exploring the differences further (1×). All participants reported that the techniques they chose for the wayfinding task were useful for exploring the data and that they allowed them to see those parts of the space they were interested in.
Overall, participants were able to explore the space effectively and could name several interesting aspects of the data based on overviews as well as detailed views. We observed some people trying unsupported gestures such as twisting their fingers to make small rotations. Our technique could be extended to include new types of input gestures on multi-touch screens but further work needs to determine the most useful multi-finger gestures for these types of space transformation.
Overall Preferences. After all travel tasks had been completed for each interaction technique, participants were asked to compare both techniques. At this time, 66% of participants chose the mouse as their preferred input type. They reported that the main reason for this choice was that under time pressure it was easier due to familiarity (2×), speed (2×), and less physical involvement (4×). Out of the four participants who preferred touch, three named intuitiveness, and the natural and closer feel of the touch condition as the main reason.
After the more exploratory wayfinding task, we asked participants again about their overall preference for one technique. At this time, their preference changed. Now, 75% of the participants chose touch over mouse. The main reasons for choosing touch at this stage were perceived immersion (2×), intuitiveness and ease of learning (2×), and a general feeling of having "things under control" (1×). The three people who preferred the mouse did so because they felt to be more precise and because it felt easier due to familiarity of mouse interaction.
Ease of Use. One of our goals was to design an intuitive, easy to use and learn touch-interaction technique for 3D data. On a 7-point Likert scale participants agreed (median 6) that touch was easy to use, and disagreed (median 2) that it was difficult to remember how to interact with the frame and to use it in general. Given these positive responses we feel that our G9 was achieved.
DISCUSSION AND LESSONS LEARNED
Our experiment aimed to evaluate how our touch interaction compared to a traditional mouse interface in terms of both quantitative and qualitative measures. The touch technique was rated highly for its overall ease of use and for each individual travel task. Participants found that it is easy to remember how to perform interactions, that they were able to interact precisely, and efficiently. Touch seemed to invoke a sense of more direct connection to the data and increased immersion with the displayed information. Touch interaction also provided additional integrated interaction functionality compared to the mouse: the RST technique was frequently used and highly valued by participants.
We found that participants's acquaintance and years of practice with the mouse influenced their performance. Participants preferred the mouse for time-pressured tasks due to its familiarity but preferred touch for open-ended exploration. In terms of speed, the touch technique did not show improvement over the mouse but generally also did not incur large time penalties for the travel tasks. Yet, we found that both touch and mouse could be considered practically equivalent in terms of speed only for the 2D translation task. The interaction logs revealed that participants made more precise and straight movements in the touch condition (Fig. 9) while mouse movement was considerably more noisy. The proprioception afforded by each technique likely played a role here. It would be interesting to further test the value of touch interaction for tasks in which precise movements along specific paths are required. A further investigation in this direction could also shed more light on why some participants preferred touch due to an increased sense of "having things under control."
The mouse was significantly faster than touch for the rotation tasks which we explain largely with hardware issues. The DViT technology we used to capture inputs [46] relies on triangulating shadows of touching fingers in front of a strip of IR-LEDs. This results in less responsiveness in certain touch configurations which was apparent, in particular, in the rotation tasks in the study where participants tended to touch the screen often inadvertently with parts of the whole hand instead of one or two fingers only. During these rotation tasks we thus noticed interference between the two simultaneous touches, with one input having an occasional response delay of up to 0.5 s. This delay prohibited participants from finishing the tasks quickly. We hypothesize that with more reliable sensing the timing results will differ. For the zooming task we did not expect touch to outperform the mouse as turning a scroll wheel is faster than a touch+drag action. Yet, our zoom technique provided additional functionality. Two participants commented that they preferred touch due to the continuous nature of the zoom which the mouse interaction was not able to provide. While participants were ca. 3 s faster in the RST task using touch, we did not find a significant difference. We have no direct explanation but suspect that fatigue played a role. Forcing participants to take longer breaks between tasks may have helped to get a clearer answer for this task.
Overall, the role of touch for scientific data exploration will have to be explored further. The tradeoffs of speed over precision, ease of use, and perceived immersion require further attention for scientific data exploration. Participants named several preferences for touch which warrant further analysis, such as: embodiment or a sense of feeling connected to the data, walk-up and use scenarios for different types of user groups as touch was rated "intuitive" and "easy to use," long-term vs. short term usage scenarios in terms of "fatigue," and new audiences for scientific data exploration as some participants described touch to be more "fun," "refreshing," and "innovative."
Our study also showed areas for improvement of our techniques. First, we plan to experiment with heuristics to detect erroneous input. We also found ways to improve our chosen heuristic for determining the depth of the rotation axis for x-/y-rotation which also serves as the depth of the 'sticky' plane for x-/y-translation. It became apparent that this is an issue, in particular, in the free exploration task when people tried to rotate around the most prominent cluster of the particle cloud which was not in the center of the dataset. This means thateven if this cluster of the dataset was in the middle of the widget-a rotation is almost always performed around an axis behind or in front of the cluster, resulting in the cluster moving away from the middle of the widget. This issue can be solved for particle-based datasets by determining the rendering depth of all of the particles within the view volume before a rotation or translation interaction is initiated. Then, the average depth of these, potentially weighted by their 2D screen position, is used to determine the rotation and translation depth. For particle datasets with dense clusters this results in a stable rotation behavior according to what is shown on the screen. We implemented this technique and in our experiments it solves the mentioned issue.
Another extension we added post-study allows users to specify a center of rotation: one static touch determines the center, the other touch starts on the frame to initiate trackball or z-rotation. This technique integrates nicely with RST and frame-initiated rotations and also uses the aforementioned heuristic to determine the rotation's z-depth.
CASE STUDY: BRAIN ANATOMY EXPLORATION
In this section we present a second case study to demonstrate that the concept of frame interaction with 3D spaces can also be employed in visualization domains other than particle simulation. Specifically, we show how we applied the concept to an illustrative medical visualization tool [50] and discuss some adaptations specific to this domain. 
Adaptation of Interaction Mappings
For our medical case study we adjust the frame interaction to the exploration of an illustrative visualization of DTI fiber tracts and the surface of the brain [50] (see Fig. 10 ). The requirements for the interactive exploration of such medical data typically differ from those for the exploration of particle-based datasets we initially discussed in several ways. Important differences include the following:
• instead of interacting with a large space without any dedicated objects, we now have a space with a major central object (the brain) while there still exist many small sub-objects (brain fibers), • for such medical datasets it is often easily possible to define a center point around which manipulations such as rotations are being carried out, making it unnecessary to define a heuristics for determining the center of rotation, • navigation in terms of moving a camera through the dataset are typically not required, and manipulations can be reduced to rotations, some translations in the x-/y-plane, and zooming, and • the exploration of datasets often requires the interaction with additional elements such as the manipulation of cutting planes or the selection of sub-parts of the dataset to display or highlight.
Based on these requirements we can adjust the mappings of our interaction widget. In particular, due to rotation being more important as a transformation than translation, we switch the mappings for trackball rotation and x-/y-translation. We now initiate trackball rotation for single-finger interactions started in the center of the widget, while interactions that start on the frame and move perpendicular to it, are mapped to x-/y-translation. The effect of this changed mapping is that that it rather resembles Wilson et al.'s [53] physics-based interaction with a cube, as opposed to what would happen using 3D shallow-depth RNT [21] . Translation along the z-axis is no longer needed, so we removed the two dedicated regions previously used for this interaction. Zooming is still necessary so we continue to use the corners for this purpose. Two-point RST interaction, however, seem to be less important because we always rotate around the dataset's center and because most datasets have a clear up-direction, so we can map two simultaneous touches to other forms of data exploration.
In addition to these basic interactions we also need to provide mappings for two more exploration tasks: the manipulation of cutting planes and the selection of a sub-section of fiber tracts.
Manipulation of Cutting Planes
Interactions that allow people to place and manipulate cutting planes have been employed for the exploration of scientific datasets for a long time (e. g., [8, 17, 36] ). This interaction is also important to understand the extracted DTI fiber tracts in relation to the brain's structure in our examples. Therefore, we explored how to allow users to manipulate axis-aligned cutting planes using direct-touch interaction on a 2D surface. This means we need to provide a means of creating cutting planes on all six sides of the dataset and to drag them along the three axes.
For this purpose we employ a technique similar to the previously used constrained rotation interaction. Touching the frame with one finger allows users to lock the dataset itself in place while the second finger is placed in the center of the widget to initiate the cutting plane interaction. As soon as this finger touches the center part, three colored crossing lines are shown (Fig. 11) , each one in the direction of one coordinate axis, projected to screen-space. The next motion of the touching finger selects the coordinate axis along which the cutting plane will be moved depending on which of the colored lines is closest to the finger's 2D motion. This is similar to methods employed by 3D modeling tools with 2D input such as Blender to select translation directions. Afterward, motions of the second finger on the 2D surface can easily be mapped to translations of the cutting plane in 3D space.
This technique allows users to interact with three axis-aligned cutting planes, one for each of the coordinate axes. However, we also want to be able to distinguish between cutting away from the front and cutting away from the back of a dataset. To enable users to make this distinction we allow them to start cutting away from both sides and to move the cutting planes through the entire dataset. The side from which a cutting plane is started is the side that is initially cut away, but this interaction can be started from both sides. Also, if the cutting plane leaves the dataset on one side, while a user continues the interaction, a new plane is started at the opposite side.
Selection of Fiber Tracks
To be able to effectively explore fiber tract data in the context of the brain's anatomy it is often important to identify the subsection of all fiber tracts that connect two different regions of the brain. Traditionally, this is done by placing regions of interest by means of mouse and keyboard [2, 4] , but mouse gestures have also been explored [1] . We support this interaction by making use of two simultaneous touches inside the exploration widget (which we previously had mapped to RST interaction). These touch locations are used to define two independent locations in 3D space through picking. Because this approach would normally only allow us to specify locations on the surface of the brain, we combine it with the previously described cutting plane interaction. This means that we determine the intersection of each picking ray with the surface of the visible brain section (Fig. 12) , either a cutting plane intersection or the outer surface of the brain. These 3D locations are used to query the list of fiber tracts and only the ones that pass through the neighborhood of both locations are shown. When the fingers are lifted again, the set of fiber tracts that was selected last continues to be shown, so that further interaction with the cutting planes can be used to reveal further spatial relationships of fibers to brain anatomy.
As an alternative to the two-touch fiber selection we also experimented with a dedicated interaction with the regions that select the fibers. Here we use relatively small axis-aligned boxes to select fibers of interest. To re-position these boxes users touch one of the sides of the box facing the viewer, specifying one of the dataset's main axes. The selected side is highlighted and 2D motions of the touching finger can now be mapped to translation of the box along the specified axis. This technique has the advantage that it is highly accurate and each box is independent. This means that one can specify more than one region of interest to show fibers that are passing through them. Nevertheless, it takes careful positioning to place a box in 3D space as intended.
Informal Evaluation
We conducted an informal evaluation to understand the usefulness of touch and frame interaction in this second context, in particular also compared to software packages that are normally used for brain and fiber exploration (e. g., TrackVis [51] ). For this purpose we invited a neuroscientist to our lab who has experience working with tools like TrackVis. We started by explaining the frame interaction technique and then asked him to try it himself. While he was working with the tool, we asked for comments and observed how fast he was able to learn to use the interaction techniques.
The first thing the participant remarked was that he was missing two-point RST interaction, pointing to the screen with his two arms and suggesting a rotation and zooming motion. This is interesting and only reinforces our earlier point of including RST for general frame interaction. Despite the expected RST interaction not being available in this tool, however, the neuroscientist was able to interact with the fiber tract visualization immediately and did not need to be reminded of the mappings. He commented that he liked the idea of using the frame and that it was very easy to use. The neuroscientist particularly liked the way of manipulating the cutting planes and compared this technique to TrackVis, saying that TrackVis has three small viewports with extra sliders to control the slices and that he appreciated that our technique does not require such extra windows. He also enjoyed the possibility to explore fiber tracts that connect two regions by selecting them with two simultaneous touches. However, he disliked our second technique of moving the selection boxes by touching theirs sides and 'pulling' or 'pushing' them. He compared this technique to the software packages he is used to which often have spheres that can be dragged parallel to the view plane. He said that this view plane motion is easier and more intuitive to use than dragging the boxes one axis at a time.
In summary, he said that the interaction techniques are intuitive to use and that he appreciates the ability to work with data on a single large viewport without much clutter while all important interactions are possible. Also, he suggested to investigate collaborative scenarios since scientists usually work together when analyzing fiber tract data so that touch interaction on a wall display as we use it would be beneficial. While the results from one participant certainly cannot be generalized, it still gives some evidence for the applicability of frame-based direct-touch interaction with visualizations of medical 3D datasets.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented FI3D, a design study for enabling direct-touch interaction with three-dimensional scientific visualization spaces. FI3D is based on using the frame around a centered visualization and spring-loaded modes to enable users to navigate the 3D space in 7 DOF and requires in its basic form only single-touch interaction (goals G1, G4, G7). It differs from previous techniques in that it allows interaction with the space itself and does not require large objects to be present to constrain the mapping (goals G2 and G3). If more simultaneous touches are available, however, we demonstrated that the technique can also support constrained interactions (G6). We discussed the application of the technique to two different scientific visualization domains to demonstrate its generality and extensibility (G5 and G8). In addition, we reported on a user study comparing FI3D to common mouse-and-keyboard interaction. This study showed that FI3D was competitive for translation and integrated RST interaction (G10) while being slower for rotation and zoom. The latter effect, however, we attribute largely to technical issues with the specific touch sensing hardware we used. Moreover, our study also showed a clear preference of participants to use touch interaction for the exploration task, e. g., because of the immersion and control it provides and that the technique was easy to learn and use (G9).
With a more reliable touch sensing such as FTIR [20] or IFSR [43] , we believe, we can also be competitive in the domains where mouse showed to perform significantly better than touch in our study. In the future, we therefore would like to test our interaction on such devices which would also allow us to provide several simultaneously usable widgets to explore co-located collaboration applications or other interaction mappings. However, we believe that our simple set of interactions makes the interface easier to master because less gesture configurations have to be remembered. On the other hand, more concurrent touch points or the recognition of the shape of the touch would also make it possible to extend the interaction vocabulary. For example, we could use a more sophisticated scale interaction than the simple zooming that we currently use (e. g., Fu et al.'s [18] powers-of-10 ladder) or provide means to select subsets of the dataset. It may also be interesting to explore how touch interaction with 3D spaces, using FI3D or other techniques, can be supported with tilted rather than completely vertical or horizontal surfaces. This would allow us to address the fatigue issues that arise from wall interaction (in our study, when asked about if touch made them feel tired, 3 participants said yes and 8 said somewhat). Finally, we would like to investigate the assumed improved understanding that resulted from participants feeling more immersed in the data using direct-touch interaction.
